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Market Update — October 21st, 2016 

Dominick Russo and Fred Dial — Editors 

Spot resin trading remained on the slow side and sellers were notably more aggressive than buyers. The flow 
of offers was relatively heavy and material accumulated as the week wore on, which pressured the market. PE 
prices skidded, particularly at the end of the week; HDPE grades sustained sharp losses, which also spurred 
some sales. Transacted volumes were significantly skewed towards Polyethylene rather than Polypropylene. 
PP prices also slid; lower levels and still ample availability seem to scare and scatter buyers. 
 
The energy markets were mixed and December rolled to the front month for several products. Crude Oil vola-
tility was low; the Dec futures contract was up just $.10/bbl when it closed out the week at $50.85/bbl. Dec 
Brent Oil saw a mild $.17/bbl loss and went into the weekend at $51.78/bbl. Nov Natural Gas gave back a 
large chunk of recent gains, falling a hefty $.292/mmBtu, settling Friday a fraction below $3/mmBtu. 
 
Ethane gave back the previous week’s $.015/gal gain, reverting to $.24/gal ($.101/lb); Propane was up almost 
a cent nearing $.59/gal ($.167/lb). Ethylene ended the week with a small loss, just below $.30/lb; there was 
additional unfilled selling interest, pointing to further weakness ahead. Spot PGP for prompt delivery was of-
fered at least $.02/lb lower, indicated around $.37/lb as the week drew to a close and forward prices remained 
below current levels. While a settlement for Oct PGP contracts has been elusive, even this late in the month, 
based on current spot levels, it should drop at least $.03/lb. 
  
The spot Polyethylene market was weak; material availability continued to improve, sending prices lower. Spot 
Polyethylene has been pressured ever since producers secured the $.05/lb price increase in September. With-
out any impetus to drive prices higher, the market lost its upward momentum and has since been sliding. This 
past week, commodity grade PE resins dropped about $.02/lb on average, certain HDPE grades fell as much 
as $.03/lb, while LLDPE for injection shaved just a cent. Most commodity grades have now come off about 
$.04/lb from the late Sept peak.  
 
Planned and unexpected maintenance on steam crackers and resin reactors restricted production during Aug/
Sept, leading to a huge upstream PE inventory drawdown estimated upwards of 400 million lbs. These tight 
supplies helped producers implement their nickel increase; however, with units returning back online, mono-
mer supplies have improved and resin, which has lagged, is starting to follow suit. Market participants are 
beginning to talk about contract price relief in November, while producers will not be eager to give up any of 
their recent increase, perhaps a $.03/lb decrease could be possible. 
 
Resellers were early to view the market as fully extended and have been liquidating inventories while shying 
away from additional purchases unless an order is in hand. Therefore, warehoused material and uncommitted 
forecasted railcars have been competing with direct producer offerings, hence the large spot discount which 
has been developing to contract pricing. Some resellers also seem to be taking orders short, anticipating to 
purchase material at favorable costs before customer delivery is required. 
 
The Polypropylene market continues to transact in a choppy manner. Since the beginning of the summer, we 
have seen several false start moves to the upside, only bringing small rallies that could not be sustained. This 
past week, the market erased the hard-fraught penny gain built over the previous half-month. Offgrade mate-
rial has eroded even more and a fairly large discount has developed. Although PP producers have endured 
$.13/lb of contract PGP monomer price increases since June, they have been unable to pass through the bulk 
of the increases downstream to resin buyers as the market has been riddled with oversupply. 
 
Despite increase nominations, the market has not been cleared of the excess supply overhang. Reactor utili-
zation rates have averaged around 94% during the trailing 12 months. PP production was finally curtailed a bit 
last month, but the effect on availability has yet to be seen. While processors have recognized this historically 
favorable pricing, high production rates and continually plentiful resin has removed their fear of a huge price 
increase sticking, thus limiting their large inventory build. With spot monomer costs easing back these past 
few weeks, some of the cost-push argument has been alleviated.  

  Michael Greenberg 

  312.202.0002 

  @ResinGuru 

Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from exchange observations as well as interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and 
processors. These are considered reliable. The accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of 
the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and 
we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime railcars delivered in USA. 
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HDPE Blow Molding 
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Resin For Sale 16,670,468 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

PP Homo - Inj 2,875,772       0.460$   0.540$   0.480$    0.520$   

HDPE - Inj 2,481,196       0.500$   0.600$   0.520$    0.560$   

PP Copo - Inj 2,270,024       0.480$   0.570$   0.500$    0.540$   

HMWPE - Film 2,008,208       0.550$   0.620$   0.530$    0.570$   

LDPE - Film 1,994,576       0.605$   0.690$   0.640$    0.680$   

HDPE - Blow  Mold 1,774,116       0.525$   0.585$   0.515$    0.555$   

LLDPE - Film 1,507,472       0.550$   0.610$   0.535$    0.575$   

LLDPE - Inj 922,736          0.590$   0.660$   0.580$    0.620$   

LDPE - Inj 836,368          0.610$   0.675$   0.595$    0.635$   

TPE IndexSpot Range

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 



 

 


